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press release

Just released: Murmuration, a chapbook by sima rabinowitz. 
a finalist in the 2004 chapbook contest, this 36pp chapbook 

explores the interior worlds of science and spiritualists, scien-
tists and taxonomists. It is available now by mail or from the 
NMp storefront (credit cards accepted) at: <newmichigan-

press.com/nmp>. a sample poem appears at right. 

sima rabinowitz is the author of The Jewish Fake Book (elixir 
press, 2004). Her poems and creative prose have appeared in 

many publications, including Witness, Hotel Amerika, Sala-
mander, Flyway, The Muse Strikes Back from story line press, 
and The Cancer Poetry Project from Fairview press. Her essay, 

“Consuming,” was named a “Notable essay of 2003” (Best 
American Essays, 2004). “The View from 1st avenue,” her col-

umn about contemporary poetry, appears biweekly on Dragon-
fire from Drexel University (www.dfire.org). she has received 

fellowships from the Minnesota state arts Board, sase: The 
Write place, and the Jerome Foundation, and the Howard B. 

Brin Jewish arts endowment Fund, as well as a Creative Non-
fiction award from the loft literary Center. she lives with her 

partner in New York City.

We would like to invite you to order a copy. $8 + $1 (s&h) 
gets you yours. Or test-drive her work in DiAgrAM 

available online at: <http://thediagram.com>. 
36pp. saddle-stitched. IsBN: 0-9762092-6-8.
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Desideratum — 2

What roget wanted, he said, was to be useful, 
practical, to provide an implement hitherto 
unsupplied in any language.  His Work was a tool.
Tool as in contrivance: plan, scheme, design.
and tool as in instrument: apparatus, appliance,

utensil, weapon. Weapon against
confusion, sloth, ineptitude. a prototype,
also, of course, a contrivance as in resource 
and also as in a card up one’s sleeve.
Forgive the vulgarity, roget, begged

his future comrades in synonmity,
but things ordinary, not classical, 
classical as in tasteful, as in prototypal,
are common, as in base, but also as in shared.
precision, above all, was his motivation,

the desire for perspicuity (567n), clarity,
directness, our complicity of meaning,
complicity as in: inclusion, association,
in the same boat. again, excuse the
common (as in mediocre) metaphor.

I know (understand, recognize) what possessed him, 
possessed as in devoured by, possessed as in 
on one’s hand — he would have a hand in classifying, 
yes, in naming, naming, naming, 
that great (as in powerful, as in proud) science.

For more information (or for bookstore orders), email 
New Michigan press at <nmp@thediagram.com>.

order form

Yes! please send me [     ] copies of Murmuration 
at $8 per copy + $1 for postage. I’ve enclosed cash 
or a check/money order made out to New Michi-
gan press. please send my copy/copies to:


